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A number of lawmakers have already called for probing
the allegations especially their relations to the internation-
al sanctions against Kuwaiti sports.

In another development, MP Mohammad Al-Dallal
asked the Foreign Minister if Iran was involved in the assas-
sination of Kuwaiti businessman Mohammad Al-Shellahi
who was gunned down in Istanbul on Saturday along with
an Iranian personality considered to be from the opposi-
tion. The lawmaker asked about the official information

obtained from the Turkish official sides and the Kuwaiti
Embassy in Ankara about the assassination incident. 

Dallal queried if Iran is officially involved since the
assassinated Iranian is from the opposition. He asked
about the diplomatic, political and legal procedures
the ministry plans to undertake to follow up the assas-
sination issue and ensure that the culprits are penal-
ized. Several lawmakers have already described the
incident as a political crime and called on Kuwaiti
authorities to take all necessary measures to ensure the
arrest of the perpetrators.

Opposition MP queries govt over FIFA’s...
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more than 10,000 civilians and created a humanitarian crisis
in what was already the Arab world’s poorest country. The UN
recently said some 18.8 million people in the country need
humanitarian help or protection.

The German leader was greeted by Crown Prince Sheikh
Mohammed bin Zayed Al Nahyan upon her arrival yesterday in the
Emirati capital, Abu Dhabi. The crown prince is the half-brother of
the country’s ailing president and his presumed successor. Emirati
officials did not allow foreign journalists based in the country to wit-
ness Merkel’s visit. German officials have said Merkel would press

Gulf rulers to do more to take in refugees and provide humanitarian
relief for those fleeing conflict in Muslim-majority countries. 

Germany has provided refuge to hundreds of thousands of
people from Syria, Iraq and Afghanistan in recent years. Trade
is high on Merkel’s agenda too. Her delegation includes
prominent German business leaders looking to strengthen
ties with the country’s two largest trading partners in the
Middle East. Her meetings in the Emirates, which includes the
Mideast commercial hub of Dubai, would include discussion
of a free-trade agreement between the Gulf states in the
European Union and “how we can move ahead and intensify
our economic relations still further,” she said.  — AP 

Germany seeks end to Yemen war 
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In recent years, they have been played
out in the sporting realm, where his
acquisition of jobs alone is evidence of his
huge influence.

His titles include President of the Olympic
Council of Asia (OCA), member of the
International Olympic Committee, President
of the Association of the National Olympic
Committees (ANOC), President of the Asian
Handball Federation and Honorary President
of Kuwait Football Association (KFA).

In football, Sheikh Ahmad sat on FIFA’s
Reform Committee and the Executive
Committee of the Asian confederation. He
was appointed President of the OCA at the
age of 27 in 1991, succeeding his father
Sheikh Fahad who had been killed in the Iraq
invasion of Kuwait the previous year. Sheikh
Fahad, then president of the KFA, sparked
one of the biggest controversies in World
Cup history when he came down from the
stands to summon his players from the pitch
until the referee agreed to disallow a France
goal at the 1982 finals.

The son shared his father’s passion for
football, even if his involvement in the game
outside Kuwait was initially on an informal
basis. As head of ANOC, he was a key sup-
porter of Thomas Bach when the German
replaced Jacques Rogge as president of the
IOC in 2013 and it was in an attempt at king-
making that he first stepped into the spot-
light in football.

After years orchestrating campaigns
behind the scenes through his Olympic con-
nections, he publicly backed Sheikh Salman
bin Ebrahim Al Khalifa’s failed 2009 attempt
to oust then-AFC president Mohammed bin
Hammam from his seat on the FIFA Executive
Committee. The move was the first of a series
of proxy battles between Sheikh Ahmad and
Qatari Bin Hammam, with the enmity

between the pair fuelling an escalation in the
battle for control of the Asian game.

The Kuwaiti’s camp had greater success
two years later when the Sheikh Ahmad-
backed Prince Ali bin Hussain defeated Bin
Hammam ally Chung Mong-joon to become
Asia’s FIFA Vice President’s position in 2011.
He then backed incumbent Sepp Blatter
against Bin Hammam in the FIFA presidential
election later the same year, a poll from which
the AFC President was ultimately barred.
Sheikh Ahmad was a key supporter of
Bahraini Sheikh Salman when he was elected
president of the AFC in 2013 following Bin
Hammam’s lifetime ban from the game for
corruption. Two years later, he won a place on
the FIFA Executive Committee and backed
Blatter as the Swiss saw off the challenge of
Sheikh Ahmad’s former protege Prince Ali.

In the lead-up to last year’s FIFA presiden-
tial election, he was courted by both Sheikh
Salman and Gianni Infantino before the
Swiss emerged victorious. Sheikh Ahmad’s
influence seemed to be at its peak but, while
he was making waves on the global stage,
there was controversy at home. He endured
a very public family feud that saw him hand-
ed a suspended six-month prison sentence
for quoting remarks by the country’s ruler
without permission in 2015. The conviction
was later quashed.

Kuwait was also banned by FIFA and the
IOC over government interference in sport
stemming from Sheikh Ahmad’s domestic
issues. The immediate impact of his decision
to withdraw from all of his football positions
means next week he will not stand for re-
election for the FIFA Council, which replaced
the Executive Committee, when the AFC
meets for its congress in Bahrain. As he
retains his place at the top table in the
Olympic movement, however, the likelihood
that he exercises no future influence on the
world of football looks slim. —  Reuters

Step back for Sheikh Ahmad...
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Yik Yak said that as part of its shutdown “a
few members of the Yik Yak team will be joining
the Square family here in Atlanta.”

Yik Yak and similar apps gained momentum

as young users became attracted to the notion
of anonymous comments about teachers and
students.  Yik Yak allowed smartphone users to
see posts in a radius up to five miles (eight kilo-
meters), part of a flurry of apps that offer novel
ways to interact on social networks without
revealing one’s identity. Yik Yak co-founders Tyler

Droll and Brooks Buffington said the app was
created “because we wanted to help you con-
nect with the people right around you on cam-
pus, whether you knew them or not.” But some
schools sought to block the apps because of
pranks, rumor-mongering and even bomb
threats. — AFP 

Anonymous app ‘Yik Yak’ shuts down

ISTANBUL: People walk on a bridge as they gather in Bakirkoy district as part of the May Day rally, in Istanbul yesterday. — AFP 


